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Michele Bilyeu


	Salem/Oregon , Douglas/Alaska
	Sharing my blogging and creative arts and quilting journey from Douglas, Alaska to Salem, Oregon. My life and my art created with my hands and from my heart.
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Disappearing 4,9,16 And Other Patch and Twist/Turn Variations!
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Prayer Flags in Historical and Personal Perspectives
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Robbie's Paw Prints











The Dress From Hell.....



                      -
                    




OK, that title is probably a tad severe but......here's the story...around 
Thanksgiving time, my grandson asked if I could make a lining for his 
girlfri...
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In Color Order











Soft and Subtle Vintage Sheet Star Quilt



                      -
                    


Happy Wednesday! I have a newly finished quilt to share today!


Immediately after I finished my soft and subtle vintage sheet plus quilt I 
started this qu...


1 hour ago









	







Exuberant Color











Partial binding and 9 patch progress................
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I started out the day getting another huge backing made for my Charley in 
the Forest quilt.  You will see the fantastic backing fabric in a few weeks.

I...


2 hours ago









	







By Taniwa











Photos of my Indiana stay
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Well!  That month and a half went by quickly!

I am back home in Japan and realize that I really didn't keep anyone 
informed about what my month in Indiana ...
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Pieces and Resistance











Back to the Studio



                      -
                    



Most of my working day was spent compiling taxes, but I broke away to find 
a few hours in the studio. I left drafts of the next works on the design 
wall,...
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O'Quilts











This Quilty Day



                      -
                    



All day today with quilty friends at a sit and sew at Quilt Patch Fabrics 
in Stallings.
I  have completed 12 wonky stars in repro fabric....(pattern from ...


8 hours ago









	







Feel Free





Typical March



                      -
                    

going with it...


11 hours ago









	







I'm Going to Texas (version 2.0)





Help?



                      -
                    

So I have an idea for yet another project, but I need help because I don’t 
usually buy new cloth. I’m thinking about making coverlets for each of our 
grand...


13 hours ago









	







Fret Not Yourself











Bordering BB1



                      -
                    

We are one people, one family - the human family - and what affects one of 
us affects us all.
~John Lewis

Quilting

With Ocean Waves V sewed {but still mis...
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LuAnn Kessi











Tote Bag...



                      -
                    




This *tote bag* is cut out and ready to stitch... 

I pawed through the fabric cupboard and found 

one of my *hand dye*s to line the bag...





This Pel...
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Kwilty Pleasures











QUILTS ABOUT GUN VIOLENCE



                      -
                    


Quilters have alot to say about GUN VIOLENCE!
They might even protest through their quilting stitches. 

Like sew many did at QuiltCon 2024
Raleigh, NC

The...
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The Patchery Menagerie











Awash In a Sea of Blue



                      -
                    



 
I chose a group of middle-range blues to use as an outer border on the blue 
quilt. I cut the strips more or less about 20" long, but arranged them in a ...
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ARTISUN











A NEW HOBBY



                      -
                    



*EASTON'S AQUARIUM*

Back in November of 2023
 I was visiting with my son and his wife admiring their aquariums,
 especially Nicole's Freshwater one. 
 My ...
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Mia Bloom Designs











Using 2 5-inch collages as inspiration for 2 larger collages



                      -
                    



I'm using 2 5-inch collages that I created in my last video as inspiration 
for 2 larger collages. Thanks for watching! Timestamps: 00:00 intro 01:17 
coll...
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Terry Aske Art Quilt Studio





‘Two Buds and a Blossom’ – 2024.03.18



                      -
                    

I was so pleased with ‘Witch Hazel Magic‘ (previous post), that I decided 
to do something similar for my entry to the annual textile art exhibit 
Cherry Blo...
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Me & My Quilts ~ Exploring the Possibilities











So Much Better



                      -
                    



Prior to this photo, this small shelf unit in my design studio (elder son's 
former bedroom) was housing my quilting books AND my handmade 
journals/books....
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tales from the birdhut











collage, cutlery, critters



                      -
                    



A couple of the Dwellers are enjoying breakfast, which happens to be my 
favourite meal of the day and like me they have a new set of cutlery too, 
come to...
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High Road Quilter











Upcoming Blog Hop and Upcoming Videos



                      -
                    



 
The "Give it a Whirl" blog hop, hosted by Carol Swift starts on Monday. 
There is a big group of participants and we have been spinning around 
getting o...
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Kathy's Quilts











Slow Sunday Stitching



                      -
                    



Welcome to the weekly hand stitching party! Bring your own beverages and 
snacks, and enjoy perusing the link ups below.  

Happy St. Patrick's Day! Will y...


3 days ago









	







The Art of Living - susies-scraps.com





Dilly Bag Quilt – Merry Go Round



                      -
                    

Dilly Bag Quilt - Merry Go Round susies-scraps.com


3 days ago









	







Dee Mallon and Cloth Company





Radishes divine



                      -
                    

I might be weird for loving radishes as much as I do, but right now I’m 
obsessed with eating their crunchy goodness with just a splash of olive 
oil, a spri...
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A Quilter's Table











Like, Totally :: March



                      -
                    



While watching our Seattle MQG zoom meeting this week, I finally got a 
start on this month's BOM blocks - a collection of flying geese!

I thought to go t...


3 days ago









	







Judy's Journal











In touch



                      -
                    




A post about the cloth I've been working on these past two weeks.     
 

I'm adding complete skeins of cotton floss in horizontal rows to a wool 
patchwo...
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From the Magpie's Nest











A Very Catty Scrap Happy Day in March



                      -
                    



First off,  I have a couple of scrappy finishes to share. This Scrappy 
Trips quilt had to wait a while to get quilted. When the time came James 
used a va...
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Creations -  Quilts, Art, Whatever by Nina-Marie Sayre











Learning to Fail on Off the Wall Friday



                      -
                    



 

So last week, I was talking to a friend of mine and she said,* "Ohhhh I 
don't have a creative bone in my body." * If I only I had a dime for every 
tim...
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Sew Slowly











A quick gallop through the last 4 months



                      -
                    



It's been an age, I know.  Cricket finished, winter cricket started, I have 
been working much more than previously and other caring responsibilities in 
t...
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Mystic Quilter











Getting back to normality - playing with Lego



                      -
                    



At last the family matters mentioned a couple of posts ago are a little 
smoother presently, thank goodness, I can now spend time at the machine!

One of m...
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Art in search











Projects in the Pipeline



                      -
                    



     When it was time for the retreat, I went into a cutting frenzy to get 
ready as I had no projects at a point to bring. Cutting is always easier 
for m...
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Stuff You Can't Have











Stitching Tea and Roots



                      -
                    



 
Stitched roots on tea-dyed paper


The title of these two pieces says it all: "The feeling I think you're 
supposed to get when drinking tea...but I don'...
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Sew Many Quilts - Too Little Time











Lots To See.



                      -
                    



We've had a wonderful trip and on our second day in Cairo we visited the 
Citadel and the old city of Cairo where we saw a church, mosque and 
synagogue. 
...


6 days ago









	







::More Whiffs, Glimmers & Left Oeuvres::











nest material



                      -
                    



The OG cusspot was crafted when I was still working in the whine mine, in 
person. I remember being so satisfied with the shape and the speed at which 
it ...
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THE INSIDE STORI BY MARY STORI











SO IT BEGINS......



                      -
                    



We've sold a ton, packed for a month and still there are 5 packing guys 
here and a big truck with just boxes and wrapping paper etc. Clearly we did 
not d...


6 days ago









	







cas holmes textiles











Heart of Kent Hospice Auction and Fibre Arts Takes Two Course



                      -
                    



 
This is a detail of Dandelion, if you fancy getting your hands on this 
original piece of work? I’ve donated it to the Art of Kent Auction for 
Heart of ...
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PINK PAPER COTTAGE











Arrival at new home



                      -
                    

And the move began........... on February 6th

I said goodbye to my house of 8+ years..... was kind of hard to believe I 
was saying goodbye. 







My husb...
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Sew Joy











Romance Garden Blog Tour - Triangle Pursuit quilt



                      -
                    



 Welcome to my day on the Romance Garden Blog Tour.

The fabric featured is a signature line for Sherry Shish of Powered by 
Quilting. This was the perfect...
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JulieKQuilts











Hexies, rainbow quilts and plaids!



                      -
                    





Good morning to all!!!  Above is a hexagon, for English paper piecing.  My 
kitten Lucky has discovered them, and decided that they are great fun to 
bat...


1 week ago









	







Gefilte Quilt











Thready Scrap Basket, or Scrappy Thread Basket, or Baskety Thread Scraps (A 
Tutorial)



                      -
                    



Let's give scrap baskets a double meaning! Made from scraps, especially 
thread scraps, this basket is also a good place to throw them! It's about 
4.5" hi...


1 week ago









	







Uta Lenk - justquilts











Meeting Deadlines, making the most of it



                      -
                    



 Just a couple of days ago I entered a quilt I recently finished for the 
Brno Patchwork Meeting (formerly Prague Patchwork Meeting). Because the 20 
Persp...
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wabi-sabi quilts











Flower Garden Appliqué quilt finish - finally!



                      -
                    



 

Late last night I finished tacking back the binding on the Flower Garden 
appliqué quilt.  

This quilt was 3 1/2 years in the making.  I'm so happy to ...
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The ThreadCatcher











I Made It



                      -
                    



 

I got up really early and did go to the lake.  That is about an hour's 
drive for me.  It was a glorious day!  And after I sat and had my initial 
cry a...
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Quilty Folk











2nd Border Prompt for Bramble Blooms QAL {BBI}



                      -
                    



Are you ready for the next prompt in the Bramble Blooms QAL? So fascinating 
to have others along for the journey and see where people end up, even when 
w...


2 weeks ago









	







A Little Bit Biased











Merry Pinwheels Baby Quilt



                      -
                    

 Hi there!  Today I want to share a baby quilt that I actually finished a 
couple of months ago.
The pattern is called Merry Pinwheels and this is the second...


2 weeks ago









	







Crafty Home Cottage











Sewing Extension On The Cheap



                      -
                    






Latest Project

Spending . . . 

Pennies instead of Dollars



If you sew, you may have seen

these wonderful extensions

that you can purchase to 

cus...
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.Quiltscapes.











Another Ypsilon in the Books!



                      -
                    



Hi, and Welcome to Quiltscapes for today's "Thank Goodness it's FINISHED" 
Friday!  So glad you are here!  

"Evan's Ypsilon" by Deonn Stott 
featuring Exp...


2 weeks ago









	







AHIQ: Improvisational Utility Quilts











Always Late, but Still catching Up With the Prompts



                      -
                    



 A little catch up post here for the latest challenges that I've been 
working on! I finally got the Positive Thinking quilt finished up. You can 
read mor...
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Linda Germain





Add a focus to your gelatin print



                      -
                    



It is easy to make textured and patterned pieces of gelatin plate printed 
paper. This is a great way to get started with gelatin printmaking. You can 
lea...
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The Silly BooDilly











Stitch Journals: How to Create and Use Coptic Bound Fabric Books, for Slow 
Stitch Exploration and Expression



                      -
                    



*Photo: A stack of hand-painted signatures waiting to be bound into stitch 
journals.*

Back in July of 2022 during a studio clean, I found a couple of sma...
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Claire Sherman Art





First finish of 2024



                      -
                    

  This week I finished quilting and binding my Seed Pods quilt. I used a 
facing, sometimes called an infinity binding rather than a traditional 
binding. It...
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earthmotherwithin











A quilt finish, a new machine and more fixing things



                      -
                    



When I wrote my last post about fixing things, DH had a plan on how to fix 
the pot plant stand which was buckling. I am happy to report that this 
circle ...


5 weeks ago









	







Notes from Norma











Stuff



                      -
                    



 I'm here in Florida. I wish I could say warm and sunny Florida, but it has 
been a cool and cloudy January that is continuing into February. Looking at 
t...
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The Endeavourers











New Prompt



                      -
                    



 A big thank you for the last group of quilts! Amazing work, everybody! I 
really enjoy being a part of this group!

It's time to choose the prompt for nex...


1 month ago









	







Tanglewood Threads











Winter’s Finally Here



                      -
                    




 Winter arrived over the weekend

Beautiful thick sticky snow

Just in time for my birthday!



It will be quiet here because

 one Rust Pup has been hobb...
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Art Quilts by Kathy York











Siblings



                      -
                    

Siblings
76" x 37"


This work is composed of two selfies, one of my brother and one of me. It 
always shocks me to see the stark contrast between myself and...


1 month ago









	







It's Crow Time





gone… gone… gone…



                      -
                    

In Memory of Roderick Wyn Morgan aka Old Man Crow June 7th, 1947 to January 
19th, 2022The illustrated lyrics of Old Man Crow Part 1The illustrated 
lyrics o...
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listen to the road











Recycled picture frames



                      -
                    



I sent a fabric piece to a friend and heard back from them that the prices 
at frame stores

have gone up a lot. I'm posting a tutorial about reusing thrif...
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Art With a Needle











Daily art on the cruise 2



                      -
                    



I wrote in my last post about a large piece of stitching that I did on my 
cruise, and said that I was not pleased with the result.  

The next piece I wor...
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windthread





release



                      -
                    

i woke this morning and again....that sense of Lost, of flat~ness, of not 
knowing how i can go. i made the tea, did the Usuals and it clung....the 
word was...
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bee creative





always something to learn from the garden



                      -
                    

Jude's post today reminded me of something that I have been watching for 
the last month... A pansy that is a volunteer from one that grew in a pot 
just abo...
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handstories





Some stitching, paintings, a memory, and a long processing of letting go...



                      -
                    

"Moon Charms" We did not get to see the Super Moon, but I imagined it. 
"Humming of Home" The pink print of the house brough back memories of the 
"kids' cup...
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Posie Gets Cozy





Fastest Summer Ever



                      -
                    

Hello, dear friends! I'm so sorry I've been absent here for so long! Summer 
has been so wonderfully busy and full of joy. We have been doing lots of 
things...
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Raven and Sparrow





Gray runner redux



                      -
                    

We are fortunate to have an avid fisherman for a neighbor who does not care 
for salmon. Yesterday he generously offered us a freshly caught king salmon 
whi...
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Stuff You Can't Have
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Michele Bilyeu Creates *With Heart and Hands*
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Deep in the Heart of Textiles
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Linda Germain
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Pinterest


Follow Michele's board Michele Bilyeu: www.with-heart-and-hands.com and http://freequiltpatterns.blogspot.com on Pinterest.






Keeping watch with love and light ❣
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